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Abstract
In Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), the design of a language policy at school level is not only bound up with the number of languages used for learning and the number of hours devoted to teaching those languages, but also with the fact that language becomes specialised in relation to the subject, which impacts on the methodology used. These are the reasons for both language teachers and subject teachers to work together in design and implementation; and for the teachers’ use of a translanguaging-based approach to language learning (San Isidro, 2018).

Previous research has dealt with teachers’ opinions (Calvo & San Isidro, 2012; Coonan, 2007; Infante et al., 2009; Pladevall-Ballester, 2015) on the difficulties of curriculum integration and its effects on both the different languages of instruction and the learning of content; or on the difficulties of language and content integration. However, methodology-oriented research on teachers’ views and work in specific contexts is direly needed so as to gain a deep insight into the methodological commonalities that make CLIL what it is.

Our qualitative study is focused on a two-year monitoring of teachers’ (N=6) views on CLIL implementation in a rural multilingual setting in Galicia. The teachers were monitored by means of interviews held between 2012 and 2014. After being trained, they took part in a CLIL project based on curriculum integration with two different groups of students. The findings reported showed that 1) teachers’ initial views on CLIL implementation turned more positive over the two years; 2) teachers believed that CLIL provides a very good framework for the development of pluriliteracies; 3) their views regarding content learning in CLIL turned more neutral in the course of the two years; and 4) teachers stressed the need for methodology-oriented training.
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1. Introduction

1.1 CLIL Implementation, a Pedagogical Approach
Initially, in its originally European context, Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) was “heralded as the potential lynchpin to tackle the foreign language deficit in our continent” (Pérez Cañado, 2016, p. 2), and, as such, in the course of more than two decades of implementation, it has adapted to the variegated contexts of the European language diversity and policies through various models in the different countries and regions (San Isidro, 2018). From a “well-recognised and useful construct for promoting L2/foreign language teaching” (Cenoz, Genesee, & Gorter, 2013, p. 16), CLIL implementation has morphed into the design of language policies at school level, putting the spotlight on curriculum integration and the development of pluriliteracies along with remodelling teaching practice (San Isidro, 2018).

Since the very beginning, in terms of classroom implementation, the question of whether CLIL should be referred to as a methodology or an approach in pedagogical terms has been widely debated. Taking a look at the literature, it easily becomes apparent that the way CLIL is usually described is sometimes elusive, somewhat confusing and clearly lacking in consensus. When trying to conceptualise CLIL as an approach or a model, one easily comes across a multifaceted vision dependent on different perspectives —languages, content, culture, context, cognition, or technology— which makes it rather difficult to provide a straightforward definition. Marsh, Coyle, Kitanova, Maljers, Wolff, and Bronislawa (2005, p. 5) broadly described CLIL as a generic
“umbrella” term to refer to “diverse methodologies which lead to dual-focused education where attention is given both to topic and language of instruction”. This elusive definition of CLIL as an umbrella term used to refer to “diverse methodologies” was later revamped by Mehisto, Marsh, and Frigols (2008, p. 12) into the consideration of CLIL as an “umbrella term covering a dozen or more educational approaches”.

The methodology-approach dilemma has been present in the literature from the very beginning of CLIL, in the mid 90s. Coyle (2007, p. 545) defined it as an “integrated approach where both language and content are conceptualised on a continuum without an implied preference for either”. CLIL has also been said to refer to any dual-focused educational programme in which an additional language is used as a medium in the teaching and learning of non-language content. As Coyle, Hood, and Marsh (2010, p. 3) put it, “CLIL is an educational approach in which various language-supportive methodologies are used which lead to a dual-focused form of instruction where attention is given to both language and content”. This last definition —general and wide-ranging as it is— points towards what the real issue is: CLIL cannot be considered a methodology, since it already comprises a set of methodologies.

More recent views on the question have added to further confusion over the matter. For instance, when explaining CLIL, Ball, Kelly, and Clegg (2015, p. 23) use “CLIL as a methodology” as a title for a section to later state that “CLIL (as a paradigm) shares an interface with a number of other approaches”. Conversely, in their explanation, they make it clear that they consider CLIL an approach.

It is precisely because of this lack of consensus that some researchers deem CLIL conceptually vague (Bruton, 2013), and this is the reason for the need to untangle the approach-methodology conceptual knot. According to Hofler (2010, p. 71), an approach “can be defined as the basic philosophy or belief concerning the subject matter being considered. It is the set of assumptions or points of view held by individuals concerned with their field”. Hofler (2010, p.71) goes on to conceptualise a method as “an overall, long-term orderly presentation of the material based on the approach. It is an orderly arrangement, its presentation is predetermined and it is systematic. Method is synonymous with such terms as system or programme”. Considering both definitions, CLIL is clearly a set of assumptions and those assumptions (approach) can be arranged through an amalgamation of identifiable methodologies, which are related to the learning of languages and the learning of content.

According to San Isidro (2018), despite this conceptualisation appearing to be too broad or complex, there are many commonalities or assumptions that make CLIL identifiable as a set of educational classroom practices in the different contexts of the European continent:

- In CLIL programmes, the knowledge of the language becomes the means of learning content, i.e. language is integrated in the broad curriculum.
- CLIL is based on language acquisition rather than on language learning, since language is seen or is used in real-life situations in which students can acquire it. Learners develop fluency through use, through communicating for a variety of purposes.
- In CLIL, content is “fronted” (Ball et al., 2015, p. 37), i.e. it is prioritised.
- In CLIL, tasks are seen as a priority in relation to language becoming a means. At the same time, key language is made salient, i.e. language support is scaffolded as the language is subject to the patterns of task development.
- By the same token, the subject matter determines the language needed to learn and this brings about language academic specialisation —Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency, CALP (Cummins, 1984)— (e.g. Science-related, Math-related or Art-related). CALP-related accuracy also develops through use, in an incidental way, out of what students need to complete tasks.

San Isidro (2018) also states that, when implementing CLIL, i.e. when trying to provide an arranged and systematic methodology related to the assumptions above, teachers have to face the fact that it is not only about teaching languages, but also about using an additional language to learn content along with developing pluriliteracies. In other words, CLIL involves planning additional language learning in relation to the other languages of instruction, i.e. translanguaging; and it also involves focusing on the specialised subject-related language, i.e. meaning-making. To put it simply, teachers need to plan their translanguaging classroom practice with a view to developing the students’ pluriliteracies. The design of a language policy at school level is not only bound up with the number of languages used for learning and the number of hours devoted to teaching those languages, but also with the fact that language becomes specialised in relation to the subject, which impacts on the methodology used. These are the reasons for both language teachers and subject teachers to work together in design and implementation, and for the teachers’ use of a translanguaging-based approach to language learning.
Implementation-oriented research on teachers’ views is direly needed so as to gain a deep insight into the methodological commonalities that make CLIL what it is. Paying attention to curriculum integration and translanguaging means considering teachers’ perceptions and opinions as one of the sinews of research, as they —the teachers— hold the ultimate responsibility for curriculum and task design in CLIL. Previous research dealing with teachers’ opinions (Calvo & San Isidro, 2012; Coonan, 2007; Infante, Benvenuto, & Lastrucci, 2009; Pladevall-Ballester, 2015) has been conducted in different contexts, dealing with teachers’ opinions on the difficulties of curriculum integration and its effects on both the different languages of instruction and the learning of content; or on the difficulties of language and content integration.

Research studies have shown that stakeholders involved in CLIL show positive views and attitudes as well as higher motivation regarding the foreign language. According to Lasagabaster and Doiz (2017), researchers seem to agree that high levels of motivation are perceived among students and teachers: “one of the most powerful findings of CLIL groups centers on increased motivation in both learners and teachers” (Coyle, 2006, p. 11, as cited in Lasagabaster & Doiz, 2017). Similarly, according to Lorenzo, Casal, and Moore (2010), studies into CLIL stakeholders’ perceptions seem to have garnered positive views as far as foreign language learning is concerned.

Within the realm of qualitative analysis, Mehisto and Asser (2007) conducted a study into stakeholders’ perspective (school principals, teachers and families) in Estonia using semi-structured interviews, questionnaires and lesson observation. Results showed high levels of satisfaction, commitment and engagement in all stakeholders. In a similar fashion, Wiesemes’ (2009) study on students and teachers in 8 schools in the United Kingdom revealed that CLIL enhanced motivation.

In Austria, Ackerl (2007) used four types of lexical tests as well as questionnaires with learners and teachers involved in CLIL experiences. A greater intrinsic motivation of the CLIL students surfaced in the results together with teachers’ satisfaction with CLIL practice.

Czura, Papaja, and Urbaniak (2009) analysed the outcomes resulting from a qualitative study on CLIL, based on classroom observation and interviews with students and teachers in Poland. Results revealed that teachers showed professional satisfaction as they felt more involved, committed and eager.

In Italy, Coonan (2007) used interviews, focus-group sessions and even teacher daily logs to analyse the perceptions of 33 secondary school teachers. Results showed that CLIL positively affected not only the way students learned content, but also their motivation and their degree of attention in lessons. Also in Italy, Infante et al. (2009) interviewed 11 experienced CLIL teachers using questionnaires and follow-up telephone conversations dealing with their professional background. Results showed that teachers’ views on CLIL implementation were positive on the grounds of its effectiveness and methodological advantages.

Pladevall-Ballester’s (2015) study provided an overview of the students’, CLIL teachers’ and parents’ perceptions after a year of CLIL implementation in five primary schools in Catalonia, elicited by means of opinion-based questionnaires and interviews. Teachers’ opinions offered a realistic picture of what CLIL in primary school involves. Despite their general satisfaction with the experience and their enthusiasm and hard work, teachers highlighted their concerns and frustrations, mainly derived from the lack of institutional and peer support along with the lack of time.

Regarding the Galician context, the one where our research took place, two studies (Barreiro & San Isidro, 2009; Calvo & San Isidro, 2012) focused on large-scale quantitative analyses of teachers’ perceptions and students’ results in secondary and primary education, respectively. In both studies, teachers’ perceptions were really positive about students’ attitudes and performance in the three languages and content learning. Nonetheless, both emphasised the need for long-term and small-scale analyses, which is exactly what our study accomplishes as it is focused on a longitudinal qualitative small-scale monitoring of teachers' views.

1.2 The Context

The context of this research is a multilingual one, within an Autonomous Community —Galicia— with two co-official languages, in which language provision regarding language policy has been an important issue by virtue of the recognition of minority languages both in the Constitution of 1978 and in the regional statutes. Language policy in Galicia has been based on a maintenance-development immersion provision as far as the Galician language is concerned. Regarding attitudes towards it and motivation to learn (through) it, this maintenance-development policy has run parallel to the attempts of overcoming the diglossic consideration of Galician as a low-prestige minority language (Loureiro-Rodríguez, Bogess & Goldsmith, 2013; Nandi, 2017).
Furthermore, from the late 90s on, CLIL has been gradually introduced in the curricular system on an experimental basis. Interestingly, the introduction of additional languages as vehicles for teaching non-linguistic curricular subjects has had a large effect on language policy design (Calvo & San Isidro, 2012). Over the past few years, the Galician Educational Department has been trying to find the answer to the question of how to harmonise a language policy based on protection and preservation of Galician with the inclusion of other languages in the curriculum, in line with European guidelines on plurilingualism. In June 2010, a decree on Plurilingualism (Decree 79/2010) was published by the Educational Department, officially bringing an additional or foreign language as vehicular into public education, setting out that one third of subjects must be taught in a foreign or additional language —mainly English— with the two remaining thirds taught in the two co-official languages —Galician and Spanish— (San Isidro, 2017).

1.3 The Study

With the context above in mind, this article presents a longitudinal qualitative study focused on a two-year monitoring of teachers’ (N=6) views on CLIL implementation in a rural multilingual setting in Galicia. The teachers were monitored by means of interviews held between 2012 and 2014. Our research belongs to a bigger multifocused study on two homogeneous groups (CLIL and non-CLIL samples, N = 20 and N = 24), in which we analysed the effects of CLIL on all the languages used for learning, on content learning and on the attitudes and motivations of the whole educational community taking part in the programme (see San Isidro & Lasagabaster, 2018b). The school participating in this study implemented a project with a view to realizing the potential of the CLIL experience, which is why the first author of this article, together with the teachers involved in the project, decided to create pedagogic training modules covering the main areas related to CLIL theory, design and implementation. During the two-year CLIL programme, language interdependence between the different languages was present in the language lessons and teachers collaborated in co-designing the language tasks across the different languages. After being trained, they took part in a CLIL project based on curriculum integration with two different groups of students.

Our study was designed with a view to analyse the participating teachers’ views on:

RQ1: CLIL impact on students’ attitudes and motivations towards language learning.
RQ2: CLIL impact on parents’ attitudes and motivations towards language learning.
RQ3: CLIL implementation.
RQ4: CLIL impact on foreign language learning.
RQ5: CLIL impact on L1 learning.
RQ6: CLIL providing a framework for language learning on a plurilingual basis.
RQ7: CLIL impact on content learning.
RQ8: CLIL impact on student’s code-switching.

Our primary goal was to ascertain whether the main interests and concerns for practitioners coincide with the ones for researchers, analysed in the introduction above.

2. Method

Since the CLIL project analysed in this study was based on curriculum integration and the collaboration of the different language teachers, the sample was a representation of it: one teacher of Galician, one teacher of Spanish, two teachers of Social Science and two teachers of English. All of the teachers involved were female, with more than 15 years of teaching experience and their age ranges were 41-50 and 51-60. They were interviewed three times over the two years of the project with a view to observing their perceptions on a longitudinal basis. Teachers gave their views and opinions on CLIL in three different moments: before the start of the programme at the beginning of September 2012; in June 2013; and in June 2014. Open questions were used in the interviews, which we recorded through the app Voice Record and later transcribed for analysis using the software Atlas.ti. Frequently chosen as a data-collecting technique because of their various advantages, recorded interviews typically produce detailed accounts from respondents and the researcher can exploit the interactive nature of the interview to better understand the informants’ responses (Garrett, Coupland, & Williams, 2003). Although “interviews are extremely time-consuming and difficult to administer” (Bryman, 2004, p. 133), we decided to use them because the sample was small and transcription would not be so tedious. Interviews were recorded (total recording time was 180 minutes) and transcribed. In-depth notes were taken regarding participants’ opinions, noting down possible categories for later coding.
These were the questions as posed in the different moments:

- **QUESTION 1:**
  - Considering what is happening with CLIL in Galicia, which are the positive aspects you can see in CLIL implementation at the moment? (September 2012)
  - After one year in CLIL, which are the positive aspects you could see in CLIL implementation? (June 2013)
  - After two years in CLIL, which are the positive aspects you could see in CLIL implementation? (June 2014)

- **QUESTION 2:**
  - We are going to start implementing CLIL in our school. Which are the negative aspects you can see in CLIL implementation at the moment? (September 2012)
  - After one year in CLIL, which are the negative aspects you could see in CLIL implementation? (June 2013)
  - After two years in CLIL, which are the negative aspects you could see in CLIL implementation? (June 2014)

- **QUESTION 3:**
  - Do you think the students' communicative competence in the three languages is going to change? (September 2012)
  - After one year in CLIL, which changes—in terms of students' communicative competence in the three languages—could you identify? (June 2013)
  - After two years in CLIL, which changes—in terms of students' communicative competence in the three languages—could you identify? (June 2014)

- **QUESTION 4 (only asked in 2014):**
  - Do you think CLIL implementation should go on? Why?

Questions were mostly open so as to elicit opinions and occurrences related to the topics in sections 1.3. above (RQ1 to RQ8) in an unguided way.

3. Results and Discussion

We will now interpret and describe the significance of the teachers’ views. The discussion will be based on triangulation of data as it will be connected to the research study mentioned above (see San Isidro & Lasagabaster, 2018b), where students' results were measured on a longitudinal quantitative basis. In order to code the data semantically we used the software Atlas.ti, a workbench for the qualitative analysis of large bodies of textual, graphical, audio and video data.

Coding was related to four different categories:

1) CLIL impact on attitudes, students results and code-switching. In order to represent this category, we used the following elements: research questions [RQ1, RQ2, RQ3…] + positive or negative [+][-] depending on the teachers’ view + year [yy] + number.

2) Teachers’ collaboration and common design: integrated common design [ICD] + positive or negative [+][-] depending on the teachers’ view + year [yy] + number.

3) Teacher training as an instrumental part in the teachers’ view: teacher training [TT] + positive or negative [+][-] depending on the teachers’ view + year [yy] + number.

4) Support from the Education Department: [AS] + positive or negative [+][-] depending on the teachers’ view + year [yy] + number.

In the following sections coded excerpts from the transcriptions of the interviews are shown. The sections feature the questions posed in the different moments as well as excerpts of the answers given by the teachers. Some teachers used Galician when answering the questions. In those cases, a translation into English is provided.

3.1 Teacher 1

Teacher 1 was a 47-year-old female teacher of Galician with no previous experience in the multilingual approach to language learning. Together with all language teachers, she played an active role in designing a multilingual model for both groups. In our CLIL project, we considered it instrumental to link foreign language learning to L1 learning with a view to 1) making students perceive language learning from a general perspective, i.e. learn all
languages in the same way and develop a plurilingual competence; and 2) putting the minority language on a par with the majority languages in the curriculum. Answers to the four questions are shown below:

3.1.1. Question 1

**Excerpt September 2012:**
Translation: *I do not agree very much with this approach [RQ6—122], but it is my colleagues’ willingness to innovate that has made me take part. I do hope we will attain those benefits researchers talk about so much. It remains to be seen if those benefits can be attained with our kids in a rural school in Galicia.*

**Excerpt June 2013:**
Translation: *The truth is that it has been a fantastic year. Our students have learned a lot, travelled, etc. We, the teachers involved, learned how to collaborate, to design together and to assess in an integrated way [ICD+135]. The truth is that I never would have thought that we would have been able to do it.*

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *It has been a really positive experience in general terms for both the learners’ [RQ1+141] [RQ3+141] [RQ4+141] [RQ5+141] [RQ6+141] [RQ7+141] learning skills and the teachers’ [TT+144]. We have learned so much! As regards question number 1 about positive aspects in CLIL implementation, from her initial disbelief, misgivings and preconceptions before starting the project, her views changed towards supporting collaboration, common design and assessment one year later —[ICD+135]—. After two years of implementation, she turned to even more positive views regarding CLIL effects on teachers’ —[TT+144]— and students’ attitudes —[RQ1+141]— and results in relation to languages and content —[RQ1+141], [RQ3+141], [RQ4+141], [RQ5+141], [RQ6+141] and [RQ7+141]—.*

3.1.2 Question 2

**Excerpt September 2012:**
Translation: *In the schools where it is being implemented the usual thing is for students to be separated [meaning that CLIL groups are normally academically better] and for teachers not to be trained [TT—121].

**Excerpt June 2013:**
Translation: *The only negative thing in our school is not having enough time to meet and coordinate things. Everything is up to us [AS—131].

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *Despite ‘giving away’ our time to the administration [criticising the Education Department here] [AS—141], if we analyse our students’ results [RQ3+142] [RQ5+142] [RQ6+142] as well as how much we have learned [TT+145]. I can’t say anything negative. With regard to question number 2 and prior to starting the CLIL project, teacher 1 addressed issues such as the lack of teacher training —[TT—121]— and the fact that CLIL students used to be academically better. After year one, the only negative thing about the programme she could identify was related to the lack of support on the part of the Education Department —[AS—131]—. In June 2014, when asked the same question, she identified again the lack of support from government administration —[AS—141]—. Nonetheless, she insisted on the positive effects of CLIL on 1) the students’ attitudes and motivations, language development and content learning —[RQ1+142], [RQ3+142], [RQ4+142], [RQ5+142], [RQ6+142] and [RQ7+142]—; and 2) teachers’ learning —[TT+145]—.*

3.1.3 Question 3

**Excerpt September 2012:**
Translation: *I think CLIL won’t affect the environmental languages [RQ5—121], but I believe that the students will improve their competence in English [RQ4+121].

**Excerpt June 2013:**
Translation: *After a year doing tasks relating all languages [ICD+132], there is no doubt that students have improved their language and content related skills [RQ4+131] [RQ5+131] [RQ6+131] [RQ7+131].

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *Significant improvement in the three languages, both in the oral and the written medium*.[RQ4+143] [RQ5+143] [RQ6+143]. *The fact that teachers design together works*.[ICD+142]

Regarding question number 3, teacher 1 showed her disbelief about the students improving their competence in L1 —[RQ5—121]—, although she claimed that CLIL students would improve their communicative competence in English —[RQ4+121]—. After year one and year two, her views changed completely as she stated that CLIL students had improved competence in the three languages as well as in content learning—[RQ4+131], [RQ5+131], [RQ6+131] and [RQ7+131]—. When interviewed in 2013 and 2014, she put students’ improvement down to teacher’s collaboration and common design —[ICD+132] and [ICD+142]—.

3.1.4 Question 4

**Excerpt June 2014:**

Translation: *I think it will. We have to get rid of preconceptions. When implemented correctly and provided teachers are trained and language teachers meet regularly to coordinate and design together, learning for both students —language and content wise— and teachers is huge*.[ICD+142] [RQ4+144] [RQ5+144] [RQ6+144] [RQ7+143]. *CLIL improves relations among the teachers because they work in a different way.*

Her answer to question number 4 reiterated the same view: students’ general improvement in all languages, i.e. development of pluriliteracies, and in content learning in connection to teachers’ methodology —[ICD+142], [RQ4+144], [RQ5+144], [RQ6+144] and [RQ7+143]—.

3.2 Teacher 2

Teacher 2 was a 52-year-old female teacher of English with no previous experience in either CLIL or a multilingual approach to language learning. Her role was that of being a coordinator for both groups of students in year one. In our CLIL project, a subject teacher —Social Science teacher in our project— and a language specialist —an English teacher in our programme— worked together as a tandem. The English teacher’s role is that of a coordinator mentoring the subject teacher as regards integrating language through content and cognition, i.e. in adapting or adjusting language to content and cognition. Her views regarding CLIL implementation changed in the course of time towards more positive opinions about students’ language and content related results as well as teachers’ collaboration as shown below:

3.2.1 Question 1

**Excerpt September 2012:**

I am going to face integrated design for the first time and feel really excited about it. We have been told that there are lots of positive effects. So far, we have enjoyed wonderful training sessions [TT+121] and collaboration seems feasible [ICD+121].

**Excerpt June 2013:**

The students’ improvement in using English (above all, orally) has been spectacular [RQ4+132]. Working with my colleagues has been the best [ICD+133].

**Excerpt June 2014:**

CLIL students have enjoyed the opportunity to develop their capacity to interrelate their skills in a new way and they feel more confident and excited when using English and the other languages [RQ4+145] [RQ5+145] [RQ6+145].

As regards question 1 and despite her lack of experience, teacher 2 seemed quite motivated and showed really positive attitudes towards the project back in 2012 regarding the initial teacher training received prior to the start of the CLIL programme —[TT+121]—, as well as about her readiness to collaborate with the other teachers —[ICD+121]—. After year one, she claimed that students had improved their oral use of English —[RQ4+132]— and expressed her satisfaction about team work —[ICD+133]—. By the end of the programme, she stated that CLIL students had developed and improved their capacity for using the different languages —[RQ4+145], [RQ5+145] and [RQ6+145]—.

3.2.2 Question 2

**Excerpt September 2012:**

In other schools the non-CLIL students are the worst students result-wise.

**Excerpt June 2013:**

Nothing negative, really.
Excerpt June 2014:
Nothing negative. Students have developed so many skills and their communicative competence has improved so much that I would do this again a million times [RQ4+146] [RQ5+146] [RQ6+146].

When she was asked about the negative aspects in CLIL implementation, she went from what she thought was happening in other schools implementing CLIL —CLIL students used to be academically better— to finding nothing negative by reiterating the benefits of CLIL for language learning —[RQ4+146], [RQ5+146] and [RQ6+146]—.

3.2.3 Question 3

Excerpt September 2012:
I do believe the students in the CLIL group will improve their communicative competence in English [RQ4+122], although I doubt whether they will improve it in Galician or Spanish [RQ5—122].

Excerpt June 2013:
Contrary to what I expected at the beginning of the project, students' improvement of oral and written skills in the three languages has taken place [RQ4+133] [RQ5+132] [RQ6+132].

Excerpt June 2014:
They are now more aware of the differences and similarities between the languages and consequently more confident when using them. Massive improvement! [RQ4+147] [RQ5+147] [RQ6+147]

Regarding question 3, she corroborated her initial views regarding English learning both in 2013 and 2014 —[RQ4+147], [RQ5+147] and [RQ6+147]—. On the other hand, her initial disbelief about the positive effects of CLIL on L1 learning gave way to stating that the students had developed a plurilingual competence —[RQ4+147], [RQ5+147] and [RQ6+147]—.

3.2.4. Question 4

Excerpt June 2014:
Definitely yes. It gives a sense of "usefulness" to the additional language which significantly improves its learning. It also makes the students reflect on all the languages they use, which can only benefit their performance in all the subjects [RQ4+148] [RQ5+148] [RQ6+148] [RQ7+144]

As regards question number 4 in 2014, she claimed that students had improved not only their communicative competence in all languages, i.e. development of pluriliteracies, but also their performance regarding content learning —[RQ4+148], [RQ5+148], [RQ6+148] and [RQ7+144]—.

3.3 Teacher 3

Teacher 3 was the Social Science teacher in year one. She was 48 years old and had developed CLIL programmes previously. The subject teacher taught both groups using different vehicular languages: Galician was used with the non-CLIL students and English was the language used with the CLIL group. The methodology used was the same with both groups. The only difference was the vehicular language used for teaching Social Science.

3.3.1 Question 1

Excerpt September 2012:
Translation: This is not the first time I have taken part in an experience like this. I know the positive aspects for kids as well as for teachers. My expectations are high this time.

Excerpt June 2013:
Translation: Learning content through a foreign language and designing tasks with teachers of other languages [ICD+134], putting all kinds of learning in relation was an enriching experience for the kids and for us.

Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: The students developed their ability to use a foreign language in academic contexts. They were able to use it in order to search for, organise and transmit information as well as apply the strategies they previously used with Galician or Spanish [RQ4+149].
As regards question 1, teacher 3 expressed her positive views from the very beginning. This was related to her previous experience. Her answers to question 1 stated the benefits of CLIL regarding foreign language learning —[RQ4+149]— on the grounds of teachers’ collaboration and common design —[ICD+134]—.

3.3.2 Question 2

Excerpt September 2012:
Translation: I think previous teacher training [TT+122] is necessary to develop appropriate CLIL-related methodologies. When this is not the case (something that frequently happens), teachers just replicate what they do in L1-based lessons.

Excerpt June 2013:
Translation: We had to take on our personal time to coordination and common design. The Education Department should provide us with specific times to do so [AS—132].

Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: After two years given the results attained, I cannot mention anything being negative. Well, we need more support from the Education Department [AS—142].

As regards question 3, she claimed that teacher training was instrumental for CLIL implementation to be successful —[TT+122]—. After year one, the only negative thing about the programme she could identify was related to the lack of support on the part of the Education Department —[AS—132]—. In June 2014, when asked the same question, she identified again the lack of support from the government administration —[AS—142]—.

3.3.3 Question 3

Excerpt September 2012:
Translation: I am certain that there will be an improvement in English [RQ4+123], but I have doubts about the improvement in the other languages [RQ5—123].

Excerpt June 2013:
Translation: After one year of implementation, I am sure about the improvement in the use of English in Social Science [RQ4+134]. I cannot find any single problem about content learning [RQ7+132]. I cannot assess the other languages.

Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: As regards English, there’s no doubt that students, after two years, are able to understand complex texts about Social Science; do projects on geographical or historical contents using the appropriate language; and, in general, understand the lessons taking an active part in them [RQ4+1410]. With regard to Galician, I cannot see any differences between the CLIL students and the ones doing Social Science in Galician [RQ5+149]. I am afraid I cannot assess their competence in Spanish, as I do not teach my lessons in this language.

Regarding question number 3, teacher 3 showed some misgivings about the students improving their competence in L1 —[RQ5—123]—, although she claimed that CLIL students would improve their communicative competence in English —[RQ4+123]—. After year one and year two, her views did not change regarding improvement in the foreign language, as she stated that CLIL students had improved their competence in English —[RQ4+134] and [RQ4+1410]—. Her initial doubts about the students’ improvement in the other two languages gave way to her seeing no difference between both CLIL and non-CLIL students regarding Galician —[RQ5+149]—. She claimed that she could not evaluate Spanish as she had not taught Social Science through Spanish. Furthermore, she claimed students had not found any difficulty in learning content through English —[RQ7+132]—.

3.3.4 Question 4

Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: In my opinion, it is important to keep implementing the CLIL approach, because it gives the students the chance to use a second (or third in this case) language in real contexts. English becomes a vehicle for acquisition and transmission of knowledge. The students lose their fear of using the foreign language [RQ1+143] and assume that all languages have the same function: communicative [RQ6+149].
Her answer to the final question in 2014 showed her satisfaction and her support for the CLIL model as she claimed students had developed more positive attitudes —[RQ1+143]— as well as they developed a plurilingual competence —[RQ6+149]—.

3.4 Teacher 4

Teacher 4 was a 41-year-old female teacher of Spanish with a lot of experience in multilingual programmes related to the integrated treatment of languages (i.e. translanguaging). Together with all language teachers, she played an active role in designing a pluriliteracy-oriented model for both groups. As explained above, in our CLIL project, we linked foreign language learning to L1 learning with a view to 1) making students develop a plurilingual competence; and 2) putting the minority language —Galician— on a level with the majority languages in the curriculum —Spanish and English—. Answers to the four questions are shown below:

3.4.1 Question 1

Excerpt September 2012:

Translation: CLIL is said to improve students’ language competence [RQ4+124] [RQ5+121] [RQ6+121] as well as it provides new ways of lesson-designing, using technology and, most importantly, working in a cross-curricular way and through project work [RQ3+121].

Excerpt June 2013:

Translation: A global improvement in [the students’] communicative competence in the three languages. Work on a plurilingual basis is worthwhile [RQ6+133].

Excerpt June 2014:

Translation: CLIL improves the students’ communicative competence, both in the foreign language and the other languages, because it allows transference and avoids duplication and redundancies among the different language subjects [RQ6+1410].

Teacher 4’s views were consistent from the very beginning of the project. According to her opinions, the main positive effects of CLIL were related to the students’ development of a pluriliteracies —[RQ4+124], [RQ5+121], [RQ6+121], [RQ6+133] and [RQ6+1410]—. She stated that students had improved their communicative competence in the three languages as CLIL and the multilingual approach had allowed transference and avoided duplication and redundancies among the different languages as subjects.

3.4.2 Question 2

Excerpt September 2012:

Translation: Although it is not the case in our school, the approach adopted by other schools is not really CLIL as it is limited to learning vocabulary lists in a foreign language in a content subject [RQ3—121].

Excerpt June 2013:

Translation: Not a negative thing, except for the fact that the Education Department does not provide us with the necessary times and spaces for this model of curriculum integration [AS—133].

Excerpt June 2014:

Translation: Nothing negative.

As regards question 2, prior to the start of the project back in 2012 she negatively referred to issues such as vocabulary memorisation as a strategy for content learning in other schools —[RQ3—121]—. After year one, the only negative thing about the programme she could identify was related to the lack of support on the part of the Education Department —[AS—133]—. In June 2014, when asked the same question, she did not mention a single negative thing about CLIL implementation.

3.4.3 Question 3

Excerpt September 2012:

Translation: I do not really know if CLIL will have an impact on the co-official languages in Galicia, apart from English.

Excerpt June 2013:

Translation: This year, after the students having enrolled on CLIL and the teachers having implemented an integrated treatment of languages, there is a significant improvement in the oral and written use of all languages [RQ6+134] [ICD+139].
Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: As regards the group that was enrolled on CLIL for two years, we can observe a higher competence in the three languages probably due to the integrated treatment of languages since 3ESO [third year of compulsory secondary education][RQ6+1411] [ICD+147].

Regarding question 3 about the impact of CLIL in the three languages, from her initial doubts in 2012, her views became rather positive in both 2013 and 2014. According to her, students seemed to have improved their communicative competence in all languages —[RQ6+134] and [RQ6+1411]— due to the CLIL model and the multilingual approach to language learning, favoured and implemented by all the language teachers involved in the project.

3.4.4 Question 4
Excerpt June 2014:
Translation: Yes, it should go on. I think an integrated approach [ICD+148] is the best way to develop the students' language competence. Languages are instrumental in acquiring knowledge in the different areas. This is the reason why students improve knowledge in the different content and language areas when CLIL is implemented [RQ6+1412] [RQ7+145].

Her answer to question 4 in 2014 summed up her views on the benefits of CLIL: provided teachers collaborated and designed together —[ICD+148]— students could develop and improve their plurilingual competence —[RQ6+1412]— as well as their content learning —[RQ7+145]—.

3.5 Teacher 5
Teacher 5 was the Social Science teacher in year two. She was 54 years old and had no previous experience in CLIL programmes. These are some excerpts of teacher 5’s answers to the four questions:

3.5.1 Question 1
Excerpt September 2012:
I do think CLIL will give us the chance to work differently [RQ3+122] and the students will develop a better communicative competence [RQ6+122].

Excerpt June 2013:
Wonderful results, improvement of students' competence in the three languages [RQ6+135], collaboration, joint integrated design, project work...[ICD+135]

Excerpt June 2014:
Curriculum integration, collaboration, joint design... [ICD+143]. The fact that it can be used with ALL students makes it amazing [RQ3+143].

Her initial positive views —[RQ3+122] and [RQ6+122]—were sustained in the course of time —[RQ3+143]—. According to her, students had improved their competence in the three languages. This improvement seemed to be directly connected to teachers’ methodology, based on curriculum integration, common design or collaboration —[RQ6+135] and [ICD+143]—.

3.5.2 Question 2
Excerpt September 2012:
Lack of pedagogical training [TT—122]. A good competence in the foreign language does not guarantee the quality of the project, because CLIL teachers MUST be trained methodologically.

Excerpt June 2013:
After a year collaborating with colleagues [ICD+136], I cannot say a single negative thing about the project. At the beginning I had doubts about our own training. But the training modules plus the constant cooperation has made me learn a lot of things from a professional perspective [TT+131].

Excerpt June 2014:
When CLIL is implemented the way we have done it (previous teacher training, perfect cross-curricular planning, task-based and project-based learning, travelling abroad...) talking about something negative about this well-planned programme would be unfair [TT+141] [ICD+144] [RQ3+144].
As regards the question related to negative aspects, teacher 5 identified a key aspect: the lack of teacher training —[TT—122]—. Over the two years, her positive views —[RQ3+144]— about CLIL implementation had to do with a careful planning and design —[ICD+136] and [ICD+144]— as well as with the previous teacher training —[TT+131] and [TT+141]—.

3.5.3 Question 3

**Excerpt September 2012:**

CLIL is going to make an impact in the students' competence in English [RQ4+125]. The English teachers are going to work with the other language teachers (Galician and Spanish) and we, the content teachers are contributing to that in our area [ICD+122]. Hopefully results will be positive.

**Excerpt June 2013:**

I think that, after this year, all teachers involved have wowed at the improvement of students' communicative skills in the three languages [RQ6+136]. No problem found in content learning either [RQ7+133].

**Excerpt June 2014:**

The unquestionable improvement in the three languages, regarding both oral and written skills [RQ6+1413].

With regard to question 3, her opinions were positive from the very beginning referring to teachers' collaboration as the lynchpin —[ICD+122]—. According to her, CLIL students developed and improved a plurilingual competence —[RQ6+136] and [RQ6+1413]— and did not find any difficulty in learning content through English —[RQ7+133]—.

3.5.4 Question 4

**Excerpt June 2014:**

Yes! If done well (previous training, appropriate monitoring, commitment and collaboration) it is a wonderful approach for language and content learning [TT+142] [ICD+149] [RQ3+145] [RQ6+1416] [RQ7+147].

Her answer to question 4 in 2014 revealed her positive views —[RQ3+145]— on the benefits of CLIL. Under the appropriate circumstances, i.e. previous training, monitoring, commitment and collaboration, CLIL would be a perfect approach to learn language and content —[TT+142], [ICD+149], [RQ6+1416] and [RQ7+147]—.

3.6 Teacher 6

Teacher 6 was a 60-year-old female teacher of English with extensive experience in CLIL. Her role was that of being a coordinator for both groups of students in year two. These are some excerpts of teacher 6’s answers to the four questions:

3.6.1 Question 1

**Excerpt September 2012:**

Translation: I believe that, if we work well, we can make our students attain a lot of educational benefits: global learning, improvement in the different languages, etc. We, as teachers, will learn lots of things too, because we will work together designing tasks and projects [ICD+123].

**Excerpt June 2013:**

Translation: Improvement in [the three] languages, learning through a global approach, teacher collaboration...[RQ6+137] [RQ3+131] [ICD+137]

**Excerpt June 2014:**

Translation: Common design, collaboration among the different language [teachers], cross-curricular tasks and projects...The impact on the languages and other content is huge [ICD+145] [RQ3+146] [RQ6+1414] [RQ7+146].

Teacher 6 identified the sine qua non for CLIL success at the very start: collaboration, common design, global learning —[ICD+123]—. Her views were consistent throughout the development of the programme —[ICD+137] and [ICD+145]— and, after year one and year two, she claimed students had improved not only their competence in the three languages —[RQ6+1414]— but also their content learning —[RQ7+146]—.

3.6.2 Question 2

**Excerpt September 2012:**

Translation: The Xunta de Galicia does not provide the necessary training [TT—122] [AS—121]. Training must
be both language-oriented and pedagogical and methodological. Starting a project like this is hard work and depends on the teachers’ willingness.

**Excerpt June 2013:**
Translation: *The only negative thing is our lack of time sometimes. However, given the results, it is worth it.*

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *I have to say that the only thing I missed was the lack of support from the Education Department [AS—143]. As regards the programme, there was nothing negative.*

As regards question 2, she identified two negative points related to CLIL implementation: the lack of teacher training —[TT—122]— and the lack of support on the part of the government administration —[AS—121]—.

After two years in the programme, the only negative thing she could identify was related to the lack of support on the part of the Education Department —[AS—143]—.

### 3.6.3 Question 3

**Excerpt September 2012:**
Translation: *This is new for me and and have some fears and doubts. I do not know whether the results will be positive or not. Everything will be dependent on our commitment to the project.*

**Excerpt June 2013:**
Translation: *The initial training prior to the project was instrumental [TT+132] and, after working together designing tasks and integrating Social Science [ICD+138], I can only say that the improvement of the students’ communicative competence is evident [RQ6+138].*

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *The overall improvement in the students’ plurilingual competence [RQ6+1415].*

With regard to question 3 about the impact of CLIL on language learning, after her initial doubts back in 2012, her views turned really positive after year one and year two. According to her, students had undergone an overall improvement of their competence in the three languages —[RQ6+138] and [RQ6+1415]—. This overall improvement had to do with the fact that 1) participating teachers were previously trained —[TT+132]--; and 2) their methodology was based on collaboration and common design—[ICD+138]—.

### 3.6.4 Question 4

**Excerpt June 2014:**
Translation: *CLIL is a good strategy when it is well understood and its design is based on collaboration as well as related to all languages and project work [ICD+146]. The kind of CLIL we implement in our school is inclusive and it is implemented by teachers who were trained to do so [TT+143].*

Her answer to question 4 in 2014 reiterated the same idea. In order for CLIL to be successful, teachers had to be trained —[TT+143]— and their methodology had to be based on collaboration as well as on integrating different kinds of learning through project work —[ICD+146]—.

### 3.7 Final Comments

After the description of the six teachers’ answers, the coding and analysis of those answers (see codes above) revealed the following number of occurrences, divided in positive —number on the left— and negative —number on the right—:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1</th>
<th>RQ2</th>
<th>RQ3</th>
<th>RQ4</th>
<th>RQ5</th>
<th>RQ6</th>
<th>RQ7</th>
<th>RQ8</th>
<th>ICD</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Teachers’ answers did not show any occurrences in relation to research questions RQ2 and RQ8. Those research questions were the ones related to parents’ attitudes and motivations, along with code-switching. Since the participants were not directly asked about parents’ attitudes and code-switching, it could be concluded that these two issues do not seem to represent their main concerns, although they seem to be a niche for research
Nonetheless, qualitative data elicited from teachers’ answers seemed to converge into the following aspects:

- Teachers seemed to agree on CLIL students’ improvement attitudes towards language learning —[RQ1]—.
- Their perceptions on implementation —[RQ3]— became gradually more favourable in the course of time.
- According to teachers’ views, CLIL seem to be related to the development of pluriliteracies, i.e. students seemed to improve their competence in the three languages —[RQ4], [RQ5] and [RQ6]. These views coincide with the students’ results analysed by San Isidro and Lasagabaster (2018b).
- Regarding content learning —[RQ7]—, a lower number of occurrences in the six participating teachers’ answers showed a less clear opinion on the positive effect of CLIL on content learning. Comparing these views with students’ results analysed by San Isidro and Lasagabaster (2018b), the number of occurrences seem to point in the same direction, i.e. a neutral effect of CLIL on content learning.
- Teachers seemed to agree on collaborative methodology and curriculum design —[ICD]— as the basis for a successful implementation of CLIL. Integration as well as its impact on classroom practice were at the core of the pedagogical part in our project. During the two-year CLIL programme, translanguaging —[RQ6]— was present in the pluriliteracy-oriented language lessons since language teachers designed together, and language tasks were similar in the different languages.
- Teachers’ views seemed to converge into two more things: on the one hand, the need for teacher training prior to starting any CLIL programme —[TT]— and, on the other hand, the lack of support from the Education Department —[AS]—.

The findings reported in this study have shed some light on teachers’ views on the relationship between CLIL and curriculum integration; and on the connection existing between teacher training, collaborative methodology and implementation. Our research has also shown that participating teachers think that integration-based classroom practices make a massive impact on how they work, and that such integration should be a key feature of any CLIL programme that intends to lead to effective teaching, high standards and successful learning.

This particular CLIL experience happened to be successful due to the enormous commitment on the part of the teachers involved. It should be borne in mind that this is not an easy objective to achieve, which is why the recurrent demand from the participants regarding a greater involvement of the Education Department should not go unnoticed. Not all schools may be so willing to make such grass roots and strenous efforts if they do not receive support from the administration.
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